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Abstract
Cloud computing is principally used as utility wherever cloud user 
hires services on pay-per usage mode. The understanding between 
user and repair supplier is through Service Level Agreement 
(SLA). In recent years, intensive analysis has been conducted 
within the space of Service Level Agreement (SLA). It’s a proper 
contract between the service supplier and user wherever all the 
terms and conditions square measure mentioned. The service 
supplier is liable for providing Quality of Service (QoS) to the 
user. Elementary issue is that the management of SLAs. Many 
languages and framework has been developed as solutions; but, 
there’s no overall classification for the intensive work. Therefore, 
the aim of this paper is to gift elaborate description concerning 
SLA; however SLA square measure created, managed and 
employed in cloud computing atmosphere.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing is web primarily based computing whereby shared 
resources, software, and data area unit provided to computers and 
different devices on demand. According to  National Institute of 
Standard and Technology (NIST), Cloud Computing  is  a model for 
enabling  conventient,on-demand network access to a shared pool 
of configurable computing resources that is quickly provisioned 
and discharged with negligible management efforts. With this 
new service model, users now not have to be compelled to invest 
heavily on or maintain their own computing infrastructure, and 
that they aren’t forced to any specific computing service supplier. 
Instead, they supply services interms of pay per use or simply obtain 
what they use. In these Computing Systems, completely different 
Quality of Service (QOS) parameters have to be compelled to 
be absolute to satisfy user’s request. A Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) is employed as a proper Contract between service supplier 
and customers to make sure quality.  According to Sun Microsoft 
web knowledge Center Group’s report (2002), a decent SLA sets 
boundaries and expectations of service provisioning and provides 
the subsequent benefits:

Enhanced client satisfaction level:  A clearly and shortly • 
outlined SLA will increase the client satisfaction level; because 
it helps a supplier to concentrate on the client demand and 
ensures that the trouble is placed on the correct direction.
Improved Service Quality: Every item in Associate in • 
Nursing SLA corresponds to a  Key Performance Indicator 
(KPI) that specifies the client service at intervals an indoor 
organisation. 
Improved relationship between 2 parties: A transparent • 
SLA indicates the reward and penalty policies of a service 
provision. The patron will monitor services per Service Level 
Objectives (SLO) laid out in the SLA.Moreover; the precise 
contract helps parties to resolve conflicts a lot of simply.

SLA have to be compelled to be monitored and warranted properly 
(Sahai et. al. 2003) as a result of Dynamic surroundings , Cloud  
suffers many challenges that area unit automatic negotiation and 
dynamic  SLA management.

II. SLA Definitions
SLA has been used since Eighties in a very sort of areas, most of 
the out there definitions vary from space to space. A number of 
the most SLA definitions in info Technology connected area unit 
as are summarised in Table1 given below:-

Table 1: Summery of SLA Definitions Classified by the Area
Areas Definitions Source

Web Services

“SLA is an agreement 
used to guarantee web 
service delivery. It defines 
the understanding and 
expectations from service 
provider and service 
consumer”

HP Lab
(Jin et.al. 2002)

Networking

“An SLA is a contract 
between a network service 
pro-vider and a customer 
that specifies, usually in 
mea-surable terms, what 
services the network 
service pro-vider will 
supply and what penalties 
will assess if the service 
provider can not meet the 
established goals”

Research 
Project

Internet

“SLA constructed the legal 
foundation for the service 
delivery. All parties 
involved are users of 
SLA. Ser-vice consumer 
uses SLA as a legally 
binding descrip-tion of 
what provider promised 
to provide. The ser-vice 
provider uses it to have a 
definite, binding record of 
what is to be delivered”

Internet NG 
(Ron et.al. 
2001)

Data Center 
Management

“SLA is a formal 
agreement to promise what 
is possible to provide and 
provide what is promised”

Sun 
Microsystems 
Internet 
Data Center 
group(2002)

III. SLA Elements
Jin et.al. (2002) offers a comprehensive description of the SLA 
elements, including:
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Purpose: Objectives to realize by mistreatment Associate in • 
Nursing SLA. 
Restrictions: Necessary steps or actions that require to be • 
taken to make sure that the requested level of services area 
unit provided. 
Validity period: SLA operating period of time. • 
Scope: Services that may be delivered to the customers, and • 
services that may not be lined within the SLA. 
Parties: Any concerned organizations or people concerned • 
and their roles (e.g. supplier and consumer). 
Service-level objectives (SLO): Levels of services that • 
each parties agree on. Some service level indicators like 
convenience, performance, and reliableness area unit used. 
Penalties: If delivered service doesn’t reach SLOs or is below • 
the performance ,some penalties can occur. 
Optional Services: Services that aren’t necessary however • 
may be needed. 
Administration: Processes that area unit accustomed guarantee • 
the accomplishment of SLOs and also the connected structure 
responsibilities for dominant these processes 

Fig. 1: SLA Components

IV. SLA LifeCycle
Ron. et. al(2001) outline the SLA life cycle in 3 phases. Firstly, the 
creation part, during which the shoppers realize service supplier 
World Health Organization, matches their service demand. 
Secondly, the operation part, during which a client has read-only 
access to the SLA. Thirdly, the removal part, during which SLA 
is terminated.
A lot of careful life cycle has been characterised by the Sun 
Microsystems web knowledge Center cluster (2002), which 
incorporates six steps for the SLA life cycle: 

The opening is ‘discover - service providers’, in wherever • 
service suppliers area unit placed per consumer’s 
necessities. 
The second step is ‘define – SLA’, which incorporates • 
definition of services, parties, penalty policies and QOS 
parameters. During this step it’s potential to barter between 
parties to succeed in a mutual agreement. 
The third step is ‘establish – agreement’, during which • 
Associate in Nursing SLA template is established and stuffed 
in by specific agreement, and parties area unit getting down 
to plan to the agreement.

The fourth step is ‘monitor – SLA violation’, during which • 
the provider’s delivery performance is measured against to 
the contract.
The fifth step is ‘terminate – SLA’, during which SLA • 
terminates as a result of timeout or any party’s violation. 
The sixth step is ‘enforce - penalties for SLA violation’, if 
there’s any party violating contract terms, the corresponding 
penalty clauses area unit invoked and dead. These steps area 
unit illustrated in fig. 5.

Fig. 2: SLA life Cycle Six Steps, as Defined by Sun Microsystems 
Internet Data Center Group (2002)

The mapping between 3 high level phases and 6 steps of SLA 
lifecycle is shown in Table a pair of. The “creation‟ part of 3 part 
lifecycle maps to the primary 3 steps of the opposite lifecycle. 
Additionally, the “operation‟ part of 3 part lifecycle is that the same 
because the fourth step of the opposite lifecycle. The remainder 
of the phases and steps map to every different.

Table 2: Mapping Between Two Type of SLA Lifecycle

The six steps SLA lifecycle is a lot of affordable and provides 
careful information. As a result of it embrace necessary processes, 
like re/negotiation and violation management. Throughout the 
service negotiation or renegotiation, a client exchanges variety 
of contract message with a supplier so as to succeed in a mutual 
agreement. The results of these processes results in a replacement 
SLA (Youseff et. Al 2008).

V. SLA in Cloud Computing 
“A Cloud may be a variety of parallel and distributed system 
consisting of a group of inter-connected and virtualized computers 
that area unit dynamically provisioned and conferred mutually or 
a lot of unified computing resources supported SLA established 
through negotiation between the service supplier and consumer” 
(Buyya et. Al 2009)

A. Use Cases
A characterization of systems studied following the six steps of 
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SLA life cycle is summarized in following table.From the user’s perspective ,the process of activating SLA lifecycle with  Amazon 
and Microsoft is straightforward as a result of the SLA has been pre-defined by the supplier. per SLA lifecycle, the primary step is to 
seek out the service supplier per user’s demand., via looking out on the web, then explore the providers’ web site for grouping more 
info. Most Cloud service suppliers provide pre-defined SLA documents.

Table 3: A Characterization of Systems Studied Following the Six Steps of SLA Lifecycle Model

For the termination of Associate in Nursing SLA many cases 
will occur: 

The traditional termination of Associate in Nursing SLA is • 
planted by the user.
An SLA can even be actively terminated by a supplier if • 
the resource usage lasts on the far side the predefined end 
time.
A termination with penalty could occur just in case the supplier • 
is unable to supply resources per the expected QOS.
Last step of SLA lifecycle are invoked if any party violates • 
contract.

VI. Conclusion
SLAs area unit necessary to obviously set expectations for the 
service levels between the cloud client (buyer) and also the cloud 
supplier (seller). However client necessities area unit dynamic 
naturally. There area unit major problems that area unit exist 

in SLA like measurability, dynamic surroundings, automatic 
negotiation, SLA management  and  multiple QOS parameter.
More specifically, there area unit some open challenges for 
SLA management. Automatic negotiation is one in all the vital 
problems in Cloud Computing SLA. SLA in Cloud Computing 
Systems is chop-chop growing though some works are explored 
within the past. Therefore, there area unit still some open 
challenges like quantifiability, dynamic en- vironmental changes, 
heterogeneousness, SLA management automation, multiple QoS 
parameters, and SLA appropriate for cross domains got to be 
explored in future analysis.
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